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1. First, open your image and duplicate your background layer. To do this, double-click your 
Background layer to unlock it, then drag the layer onto the new layer icon. 

 
2. On your top layer, navigate to Filter/Adjustments/Threshhold.  This will turn your image 

completely black and white. 
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3. Set your Threshold Level so you have a nice blend of black and white.  Make sure you have the 
detail you want, but the trick is to only have the detail you need. 
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4. Now you have to think, “Where is my light coming from?”  I want the light to come through the 
arch and maybe some of the holes in the bridge.  Using your Magic Wand, select what you want 
to delete and delete it. 

 
5. Select the new layer and navigate to Filter/Blur/Radial Blur. 
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6. Set the Amount of blur to 100 and the Blur Method to Zoom.  Make sure the quality is set on 
Best.  

 

7. You’ll end up with something like this. This looks pretty good, but we can do better.  Reblur that 
same layer a couple of times until you really like it. 
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8. Now that your blur looks good, do a final blur on the same layer.  Navigate to 
Filter/Blur/Gaussian Blur. 

 
9. Make sure the Preview box is selected, and change the Radius setting until you like it.  If you 

don’t like it, do not apply the filter. 
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10. Using your Photoshop skills, manipulate the bottom layer to your liking.  You may find that you 
want to add another background image to really make your picture pop. You also may find that 
you have to do some erasing on your light layers.  Remember where your light source is coming 
from and make it realistic. 

 

 

 


